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FOREWORD
This report was prepared for the Prototype Division of the Air Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory by the Los Angeles Aircraft Division, Rockwell
International. The work was performed as part of the STOL tactical aircraft
investigation program .,nder USAF contract F33615-71-C'1760, project 643A0020.
Daniel E. Fraga, AFu ,/PTA, was the Air Force program manager, and Garland S.
Oates, Jr., AFFDIL/riA, was the Air Force technical manager. Marshall H. Roe
was the program manager for Rockwell.
This investigation was conducted during the period from 10 June 1971
through 9 December 1972, This final report is published in six volumes
and was originally publ-ishgd as Rockwell report NA-72-868. This report
was submitted for approval on 9 December 1972.
This technical report has- been reviewed and is approved.
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ABSTRACT
The basic objective of the work reported herein was to provide a broader
technology base to support the development of a medium STOL Transport -(MST)
airplane. This work was limited to the application of the externally blown
flap (EBF) powered lift concept.
*

The technology of EBF STOL aircraft has been investigated through
analytical studies, wind tunnel testing, flight simulator testing, and design
trade studies. The results obtained include development of methods for the
estimation of the aerodynankc characteristics of an EBF configuration, STOL
performance estimation methids, safety margins for takeoff and landing, wind
tunnel investigation of the effects of varying EBF system geometry parameters,
configuration definition to meet MST requirements, trade data on performance
and configuration requirement variations, flight control system mechanization
trade data, handling qualities characteristics, piloting procedures, and
effects of applying an air cushion landing system to the MSr.
From an overall assessment of study results, it is concluded that the
EBF concept provides a practical means of obtaining STOL performance for an
MST with relatively low risk. Some improvement in EBF performance could be
achieved with further development - primarily wind tunnel testing.

t

Further

work should be done on optimization of flight controls, definition of flying
qualities requirements, and development of piloting procedures. Considerable
work must be done in the area of structural design criteria relative to the
effects of engine exhaust impingement on the wing and flap structure.
This report is arranged in six volumies:
Volume I

-

Volurm II

- Design Comjwidium

Volume II

-

Performance Wthods and Takeoff and Landing Rules

Volume IV

-

Analysis of

Volum V

-

Flight Control Technology

Configuration Definition

iu# i DNta
w:..'

Part I - Control System tichianizatiorn Trade Studies
-Part II
Simulation Studies/Flight Control System Validation
Part 'II - Stability and Control 1)erivative Accuracy
R-quirewitts and Effects of Augmentation System IWsigji
Volmi VI

-

Air Cushion Landing System Trade Study

SLniigis•

td

-'MA

This Voltme, V, Part I, presents the results of trade studies of five
means of mechanization of the flight control system:
• Mchanical

2Mechanical

plus stability augmentation (SAS)

* Mechanical plus control and stability augentatian (CASAS)
Fly-by-wire with mechnical backup
F
-ly-by-wire
T
* i

I

4

The fly-by-wire mechnical backup system was found to be most suitable
for application to the MrE.
This mechanization met all system requiremeaits,
and while heavier by 694 pounds than its nearest competitor, it did possess
thw lowest system failure rate.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

The selection of the most suitable flight control system mechanization
for an NET aircraft should depend on trade-off studies specifically related
to the MST and its particular problems, but in addition, selection of concepts and mechanization techniques will depend on company experience and
knc..ledge of advanced controls technologies and data availiale throughout
the Air Force and industry. Rockwell International gained a wealth of
experience and design capability during the XB-70 design and test program.
Much of the technology gained is still directly applicable to MST controls
design problems. Designs that allow for sustained operation in high temperature. environents and designs for fail-safe augmentation servos are
examples of important technology that can carry over to an MST. Following
the cancellation of the Boeing SST program, a review of SST control concepts and hardware was made for applicability to the B-1. This review
provided a goo-' background on control concepts and redundancy techniques
applicable to a large transport aircraft. This review also provided insight
into the degree of complexity involved in providing built-in test capability
in a multichannel redundant crntrol system. McDonnell-Douglas, supported by
General Electric, LTV, and Sperry, is currently involved in a survivable
flight control system program for the Air Force, which is providing valuable
fly-by-wire design data. The four-channel redundant augmentation servo could
be an important element for fly-by-wire systems. This program further

emphasized the importance of built-in test equipment to the success of flyby-wire systems.
The technology advances being made in the development of the B-1 should
have considerable applicability in the development of an MST. The B-1
must satisfy stringent flying qualities reqirements while operating over
a wide range of mach, altitude, wing position, weight and CG conditions.

Also, stringent mission success and flight safety reliability requirements
have been imposed. Systems developed .to satisfy these requirements
certainly provide concepts and elements for strong consideration in an MST.
The summation of the technology advances that have been made over recent
years provides an excellent background for the development of a flight control systemr specifically applicable to an MST aircraft.
Throughout the history of flight, control system weight and reliabilities
have become increasingly important in system configuration definition. This
is especially true in the more modem days of STOL aircraft, because of the
increased complexity of, and importance attached to, the control system.
The increased dependence on the control systems for performance and safety
and the necessaiy application of technology advances make risk in development

>

•

1

another important selection cmisideration. Cost of the control system is
also closely tied to its final selection. Weight, reliability, cost, and
risk of development are considered to be the foremost factors that must be
traded off in the selection of a control system on the MS"T. Inherent in
this approach is the assumption that all systems provide satisfactory
performance during normal operation.
The mechanization of the control system for the MST involves the control
of spoilers and ailerons for roll, the horizontal stabilizer and elevator
for pitch, plus the inner two spoiler panels for direct lift control, and the
vertical stabilizer for yaw control. These aerodynamic control surfaces plus
their actuation systems and the cockpit controls become a fixed part of any
control system to be evaluated. This leaves the intei .onnecting portion
of the system to be developed, and trades must be made among the alternate
systems.

I-.

2

SECTION II
SYSTEM ANALYSES

BASIC GROUND RULES
With the MST, "'s with all other aircraft, the requirements on degree and

reliability, of augmentation are determined by the bare airframe flying qualities. The MST's bare airframe handling qualities are such that control and
stability augmentation are required to provide Level 1 handling qualities

during STOL operations.

For this mode of flight handling qualities, parameters

-were eva!',ited relative to specification requirements (refer to section V,
part 2) to insure that an adequate augmentation system was included for
mechanization comparisons. Roll and yaw augmentation are required to provide
Level 1 flying qualities during conventional flight, and roll, yaw, and pitch
augmentation are required to provide Level 1 flying qualities during STOL
flight. Level 2 flying qualities are provided during conventional flight,
and Level 3 flying qualities are provided during STOL flight with the loss of
all augmentation. The ground ru-les relative to Levels 2 and 3 for SIOL
operation are based on simulation tests. (Reference to Volume V, Part 2,
"Flight Simulation Studies," of this final report.) G,•und rules relative
t.to

conventional flight are based or, previous analysis and experience.

The aircraft hydraulic and electrical system design is also governed by
the requirements of the flight control system, These requirements are that
loss of one hydraulic or electrical system shall not cause reversion to
Level 2 flying qualities, and that loss of two hydraulic or two electrical
systems shall not cause reversion to worse that Level 3 flying qualities.
This is because of the comparatively high failure rates of these systems,
and the desire not to have a failure of a hydraulic or electrical system
result in a degradation of flying qualities.

In addition to the restriction

of degradation of flying qualities with losses of hydraulic supplies, there
are also restrictions against degradation of flying qualities with ny
combination of failures. These restrictions are found in MIL-P-8782B, which
states the probability of encountering Level 2, as a result of a coination
A

of failures should be less than 102-, per mission, and that the probability
of reversion to Level 3 should be less thmn 10-4 per mission, Not found
directly in MIL-F-8785B, are the requirements for loss of the flight caitrol

system.

This is a goal for loss of control of the aircraft chrgeable to the

flight system. For the B-l aircraft, this goal ivas sot at about 2 0 x0-5
for a 5-hour mission. For the MT, being a transport aircratt, kt Was felt
that a probability goal somewhat lower should be diosen. 11is is h)cause of

the probabilit of having passengers aboard with no escape system provided.
A goal of 10"' for a S-hour 7ission was chosen. This is a goal that is not
covered by any military specificatioa; howevor, it is felt that it will be

3

-

-~

P_,

applicable as a transport flight control systems goal during tie 1970's.
Along with these restrictions are the somewhat relieving conditions that
Level 3 flying qualities will be provided after the loss of any two roll
control spoiler panels or an aileron per wing or the loss of -rudder control, with the rudder near neutral.
The air vehicle flying qualities and flight safety -requirements that
set the ground rules for a control system mechanization study are summarized*N
as follows:
1.

Loss of one hydraulic or electrical system. shall not cause reversion
to Level 2 flying qualities.

2.

Loss of two hydraulic or two electrical system~ shall not caRuse
reversion to worse than Level 3 flying qualities.

3.

The probability of any combination of failures causing reversion to
Level 2 flying qualities in any axis shall be less than 10-2 for a
5-hour mission.

4. i'he probability of any comrbination of failures causing rev rsion to
Level 3 flying qualiti~es in an axis shall be less than 10 for a

5-houi

I

mi~lsion,

5. The probability of any combination of failures causing an unsafe
ontrcl ctnditio shall be less than 10-5 for a 5-hour mission.M
6.

During STOL ridss ion phases the pitch, roll, and yaw axes of control
mid stability dugmentation are required to provide Level 1 flying

ua.'ties, and roll and yaiw augmentation are required-to provide
Level 2 flying qua'.ties.
7. -During conventional flight, roll and yar axes of augmientation are
requlreA to providie Level 1 flying qualities. L,-vq~l 2 flying
qualitieE are prorAded with Ic~s of all sAugw~ntation.
8. Level 3 flying q.uu4ities are~ nrovided in all mission phases with the
loss of any twn rol cortrl.1 spoiler panels or an ai'*-on per win&,
mid the Icss of ail rudder control with the rudder at~r neutral.
fl/&i

T(IMER ALCTUATION SYSjhM

T'he basic end poin" of- any control system iiech~aiization is the controlled
deflection of tha aerodynamiic control surfu~xs. With an air vehicle in the

150,000-pound class, and with the requirement for comparatively light
control forces, powered surface actuation is considered a basic control
system requirement. This basic actuation system will be comnon to any control
system mechanization. Also conmon to any control system mechanization will
be the pilot and copilot cockpit controls, consisting of rudder pedals,
control column and wheel, and trim controls. Since any control system
mechanization includes these elements, their weights and reliabilities will
be a part of all nechanizations evaluated.
Figure 1 presents a simplified reliability diagram of a single-surface
actuator anid its hydraulic power supply. The numbers shown in the blocks
indicate failure rates per million flight hours. The failure rates are in

\

series, and one failure will cause loss of control. The net ratU is 0.622
unsafe conditions per !03 flight hours, or a potentially major ,•ccident
every 1600 flying hours due to this single portion of the control system.
This is obviously unacceptable, and redundancy is required. The air vehicle
hydraulic systems are not considered part of the air vehicle flight controls
systems, but the requirements of the flight controls, and other systems,
do set the hydraulic system redundancy requirements. The air vehicle has
four-engines, ani each engine may provide an independent hydraulic system.
The reliability of each system may be increased by providing each system
with dual pump systems, thereby greatly reducing the Failure probability
of this portion of the system. Pump duality will redu. e the failure. rate of
this portion of the system to about 0.054 x 10-6 per flight hour; this does
not account for engine failures, or the parts of the system where duality
can not help. Thesc parts are the reservoirs and series components such as
plimbing lines. This leaves a hydraulic system failure rate of about
3.65 x 10-4 per flight hour, ',roviding a clear requirement for redundant
systems. Supplying a single actuator with dual hydraulic supplies is not
practical and, since a single actuator system would cause a major accident
about every 41 x 10÷3 flight hours, redundant actuators are also a requirement. To insure retention of at least Level 3 flying qualities after two
hydraulic system failures for any reason, including engine failures, a
minimum of three actuators, each powered by an independent hydraulic system
are required. Figure 2 presents a simplified reliability diagrwn of a
triple actuation system with dual feedback and input control linkages. For
a flight time of 5 hours, triple redundancy of the actuators and hydraulic
power supplies essentially precludes loss of control, except for those failures
classified as jams. These are failures whidc ctanot he unajmiwed with all
available force, and result in a locked control surface. '-he failure proaability for a S-hour flight is about 0.3 x 10-6
Figure 3 presents the S-hour min.sion failure probability block diallram

of the fixed portion of the control system, the control surface Iower
actuation subsystem. In this type of reprsentation, uny continuots path
through the diagram represents a situation in which no co-ination of
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failures has resulted in loss of control. The net calculated failure
probability is of a failure or combinations of failures causing a discontinuity in the chain. The roll portion of the system is shown in parallel
because of the ground rule that safe control can be maintained with the loss
of an aileron or two spoiler panels per wing. Yaw control is also shown
in series; however, it may well be argued that a safe landing coul]d be made
without yaw control. The loss of Level 1 flying qualities probabilities
calculations due to failures in these parts of the system are the same as
the unsafe flight probability calculations, except all of the roll control
has been placed in series.
Figure 4 presents a schematic of the power artuation system. The
resultant unsafe failure probability of 2.7 x 10
for a 5-.hour mission sets
a goal of no more than 7.3 x 10-6 for the signal transmission trade study
candidates. The loss of Level 1 flying qualities possibility of 2.7 x 10-6
sets a goal of 10-2 for these systems.
The control surface power actuation system estimated weights are presented herein. These weights present a basis for comparison of the deltas
added by the trade candidates. The weight of the cockpit controls is included
here, while the reliability of these elements is included in the paragraphs on the mechanical system.
* Horizontal stabilizer

* Elevator
Rudder
R
* Ailerons
Roll spoilers
R
• b.'rect lift control
* Cod-pit controls

Three single actuators,
including valves, dual
control linkage, and
pluprbing, 68 lb(3).
Three actuators
Ili
Tee
actuators
Six actuators
Six actuators
Six actuators
Two sets
Total

204 lb
152 lb
152 lb
328 lb
328 lb
328 lb,
6l6C
lb

s

1,652 lb

t4-C]AN1CAL SYSII.M
.lie first control systemi trade candidate is a pure ixtclnical system
connecting the pilot's cockpit control coltamw., wheels, and rudder podals to
the iwrodtynmuic control surface power acttution systems. It is a set of
single systeut comsisting of the 1wItcrmks. pislhroas, cdble runs, and

•."

.*

U.11

.4I

I-

Ilk u I

10

pulleys that connect the cockpit controls to the appropriate input control
linkages of the power actuation system. It also supplies artificial-feel
and trim in all axis. Figure 5 presents simplified schematics of the system,
along with lumped system disconnect and jam failure rates per million flight
hours. The rates used are typical of-these classes of mechanical components.
The pitch cable run is connected through pushrods to the cockpit control
coltllsb It is tapped near the aircraft's center and runs are supplied,
through a washout, to the input contro~l linkage of the power actuation system

Ifor

the direct lift control (DLC), inner two spoiler panels in each wing.

A cable tension regulator bungee is located at the terminal of the cable
system near 10a tail. At this point, the cable system is divided into two
functions. One function controls the elevator power actuator input lInkages
through a flap gearing nechanism, and the other function Qontrols the
horizontal stabilizer power &atuatorinput. linkages through a different f lap

Igearing

mechanism.

Primary trim is supplied by an electrical trim actuator

controlled by "coolie-hat" switches on the control wheels. Standby trim
is provided by means of a trim wheel located on the center console ecaica)l1> in parallel with the trim actuator geari>-,,. Secondary power switches
are provided to cut power to the trim actuators to provide protect ioiyanains t
rnzaway trim.

nThe

roll cable system is connected through pushrods to the control
wheels. At a central point, the system is divided into right- and lefthand wing control functions. Cable tension regulation is provided at this
point. The right- and left-hand control functions feed out throughi the wing
to control the outboard two spoiler panels DAnd aileron power actuation system
input. control linkages. Trim and feel are as described tor the pitch systemn.
Pitch and roll primar> trim share the coolie-hat trim switches located oi, the

pilot and copilot control wheels,

Thie ymai cable system, is connected to the rudder pedals by ineans of
J

~~pushrods. The cable system runis to the tail section where czabk tfc'nsicon
regulation is provided, The output of the cWble systm Is" cmnnected to' the

control input linkages of the rudder power actuotimi systtna through a flapcontrolled limiting function. 11w limiting ftoiction isprovided Lo restrict
rudder. travel at the higher speed flight rcuiditions.
The yaw system is not iiicltkled in the major accident pi-obidbilities

ostimate)s;

The yaw system failare probAbiiis eeetiae

orfyn

qualities degradation probability purposesi; however, this system willi have
the proht4.ility of the loss of yviw control of 1.6 x 10'5 dtbu to sytstem dis-

connects. This aimun~ts to loss of yaw contr-ol due to all causes, of 1.34 x
104 for a S-ho0ur missiwj.
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CRUTSPOILEý
!.5D 0,11
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TABILIZER

.J

PAE

PITCH AXIS

RUDDERFEL
PEDALS5
0,040, 0.02J

GEAR ING

TI
F

CENTRAL CONT::L SYSTEM 220. j

Figure 6 presents the luped parameter failure probabilities of the
system. The single mechanical control system flight safety failure probabilities are estimated excluding the yaw axis, and roll ailerons, and pitch
DLC, except for jams. This net system has a disconnect failure rate of
4.68 x 10 1 per hour and a jam rate of 7.59 x 10-6 per hour or a net major

accident rate of about 5.44 x l0-5 per hour.

A 5-hour mission would result

in a major accident probability of about 2.72 x 10-4. This is
able failure rate. Duality would decrease the loss of control
due to the rate of disconnects '.o about 0.002 x 10-6 per hour;
jam rate would increase to about 1.52 x 10-5 per hour, and the

an unacceptprobability
however, the
weight

would about double. System duality would result in a major accident rate
of 7.6 x 10-5 for a 5-hour mission, and a system weight of about 1,308 pounds
for a total of 2,960 pounds.

Level I ýIing qualities will not be supplied.

The performance of this

system would not meet the flight safety noted in table I. The system perforinance was developed to provide a basepoint about which stability
augmentation could be added in order to meet the flying quality requirevents.
The system weights are as follows:

Cable system

Pitch

Roll

Yaw

109 lb

196 1b

103 lb

Direct lift control

57

Trim and feel

Si

Flap function

U,

51

38

253 lb

System Total

i

iQIANICAL

33

247 lb

14 lb

654 lb

CONTRlOL PIA•S STABILt Y AU(UM•

@
CA'r

ilie second system trade study camdidate cosists of the dtutl ix~chumical
control system conbhied with stability augmentatian in or(Wr to increaso the
system performance in the flying qutlities irtas. The system proides
stability augmntatlon in all axes on a full-tblk. basis. The effects of the
stability augrwntatiOn feedlIacks CO Control sensitivities are corwtIsated
for an increased commAnd path gains provided IT gearing chimges in the
m-chanical com -d paths. Level I flying qtuilities are provided In all axes
for both S!Ml. and covntionial flight, For the purpose of this study, it

!"
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is assumned that the aircraft provides four independent electrical systems.

These electrical systems are provided for the operation of systems independent of the flight controls system. The added weight to the electrical
system by the installation of electrical flight controls was not calculated

because it was assumed that it would be the same for all of the systems.
The addition of stability augmentation requires further changes to the
basic mechanical control system. Since the damping motions of the augmentation servos will be grounded at the pilot's controls, means must be provided to isolate these controls from objectionable feedback motions. In the
yaw system, the comparatively heavier feel bungee control forces and breakout
or preload characteristics will provide adequate pilot isolation. The pitch
and roll axes have lighter feel and lower breakout forces. Dual tandem master
cylinders were added to each of the pitch and roll mechanical control systems,
and the stability augmentation servo outputs are stmmed with the master
cylinders to provide control over the power actuation systems. The yaw
stability augmentation servo output is directly suimed with the yaw cable
system output.
A functional block diagram of a single channel type system is shown
in figure 7, along with estimated weights and failure rates. Adequate
system performance can be obtained with a 25-percent servo authority limit.
The stability augmenetation systems consists of single-channel electrohydraulic servos, electronics, inertial sensors, and servo monitors. The
monitors consist of dynamic shaping networks serving as servo models. The
model outputs are compared to the actual servo displacement in response to the
net input conmmands. The difference between the model and servo output
is fed to a threshold network, and an excessive error between the signals
will operate a hydraulic shutoff valve, and the servo will be recentered.
The inertial sensors consist of rate gyros and accelerometers in the pitch
and yaw axes, and a rate gyro in the roll axis. The estimated weight per
axis is approximately 106 pounds for pitch and yaw, 51 pounds for roll, and
about 80 pounds for dual tandem master cylinders in pitch and roll, The
estimated failure rates are 4 x 10-4 per hour in pitch and yaw, and 1.8 x10-4 per hour in roll, each in se es with individual hydraulic system
failure rates of about 3.65 x 10 per hour. The system would add about
237 pounds to the flight control system weight and the probability of the
loss of an axis of augmentation during a 5-hour mission be about 0.82 x
10-2. The system would be subject to undetected failures tustream of the
monitored servo, and failures are about 1.25 x l0-4 per flight hour for
pitch and yaw and about 4.25 x 10"5 per flight hour for roll.

I•

The prob-

ability of a potentially dangercu,( failure in a S-hour mission would be
about 8.38 x 104, or about once every 0,000 flight hours. These failures
would be hardovers of 25 percent control authority. A mcanization with
a fail-soft capability is thus required. The loss of stability aup1ientation

in the pitcd or roll axis would revert the axis experienciv& the loss to

16

Level 3 flying qualities
the increased mechanical
probabilities of failure
5.45 x 10-3 for a 5-hour
fail-safe characteristic

because of the excessive sensitivities caused by
system gains and loss of feedback and danping. The
of the pitch or roll augmentation would be about
mission. A more reliable mechanization with a
is required.

A triple redundant system consisting of three independent channels of
sensors and electronics controlling three independently powered electrohydraulic force summed servos, or two active and a model, could be mechanized.
This system would have a loss of function probability on the order of 0.6 x
10-4 for pitch and roll for a 5-hour mission. The failure probability is
acceptable; however, the failure characteristics are still unacceptable.
Protection against hardover failures is dependent upon the remaining active
channels or channel to overpower and hold tdhe failed channel. With three active
channels, the first failure could be made acceptable, but protection against
a second hardover failure would depend on matched hydraulic supply pressures.
Normal operating hydraulic systems capable of doing their jobs could at any
time be mismatched in pressure by over 25 percent. This would allow the
failed channel to drive the system output at maximum rate until the failure
was detected and the system could be depowered. Dependence on monitoring
with rapid cutoff to limit control surface travel to acceptable magnitudes
is self-defeating because of the lowered reliability caused by nuisance
trip-outs of good systems due to normal system mismatches. A system mechanization based on velocity surwred electromechanical motors could also be
considered a candidate. This system would provide acceptable system failure
rates, but again the system second failure characteristics would be imacceptable. Protection against a hardover second failure would be dependent on
maximum velocity matching of the remaining "good" motor and the failed
motor. This matching is difficult to control, and normal system and
electrical supply tolerances could result in terminal velocity mismatches on
the order of 30 percent or greater. 'Tis could result in control surface
motion, due to a hardover failure, at least one-third maximum rate. Limiting
displacement by rapid cutoff would result in the same problems as discussed
for the hydraulic servo system.
To overcome the aforementioned problem, a dual-dual or two sets of
dual tandem electrohydraulic servos is proposed. Each servo would be controlled by identical, but independent, channels of senisors and olectronics.
Each servo is powered by an independent hydraulic system, wvia the piston
pair in the servo powered by the sane hydraulic system. 'This insures that
mattlwd hydraulic pressures will be available to each piston pair to provide hardovet failure protection.
Sigure 8 presents a schematic of the dual tandem fail-safe servo concept.
bhe systems are provided with differentail hydraulic flhw transducers
which provide an electrical signal proportioned to the difference in
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hydraulic flow from the two valves.

This signal is dynamically shaped and

fed back with opposite signs to the two systems for balancing. Should the
balancer be unable to rebalance a system mismatch sufficient to bottom the
differential transducer in aboit 3 seconds, dual series shutoff valves would
be signaled to block hydraulic power, and the system would' be recu9tered
at a controlled rate. The system output motion resulting from the failure
and balancer action could be controlled to an acceptable level. The dual
channel system is functionaly a single' system with controlled failure characteristics and double the single channel system failure rates. The two dual
systems would be position summed, and the stmried position would be fed back
to the individual channels to hold the gain reduction to an acceptable level
in the event of a single failure.
Figure 9 presents a schematic of the fail-operational, fail-safe configuration. The probability of the loss of pitch, roll, or yaw augmentation
in a S-hour mission would be about 7.3 x 10-0. The system provides adequate
flying qualities reliability, and has acceptable failure characteristics.
The system would have neglible effect on the loss of control probability,
which would remain at about 7.6 x 10-" for a 5-hour mission. The system
flight safety probabilities still do not match the requirements of 10-S
set forth as a goal for a transport in the 1970's. A more reliable nechanization must be found. The pitch, roll, and yaw augmentation system
would weigh about 425 pounds plus about 80 pounds for two dual. tandem
master cylinders in both pitch and roll. This would total about 3,465 pounds
per shipset.

MEQ3ANICAL CONTROL PLUS CONTROL AUGMENTATiON

j

The addition of the fail-operational, fail-safe stability augmentation
to the basic dual mechanical control system resulted in a system which
provides the capability of increasing system performance and decreasing
system weight. The dual mechanical control system was required to decrease
the loss of control failure probabilities at the expenuoe of about 654 pounds
of system weight. The gearing of this system was nonoptiium for operation
without stability augmentation in the pitch and roll axis. If an electrical
control path were to be added to the stability augmentation systems, the
possibility exists of eliminating the duality requirements for the iitchanical
control paths mind optimizing theom for operation with stability augmentation
fdii.ýd. ;1h4tu placed in parallel with single m•chimical control paths, the
electrical control paths would provide control tltmndmicy and could he
optimilzed for optration with the muchanical control system and stability
augmentation.
The changes to the stability augentaticn system would be an increase
in servo authority to 100 percent and the addition of quadruple position
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1X~ia IAS Systan Plus Intercomnects
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IM
-pickoffs to the pilot's controls. The position pickoffs would add about
24 pounmds to the augmeritat' on system weight w-1 would eliminate about
654 pounds from the mechanical control system, Performance could also be
improved by the added flexibility for match-ing control sensitivity. and
dynamics uo air vehicle response, Improvement could also oe realized in

small

anpl"..nde

control because of better resolLtion characteristics of

the electrically controlled servos.
Figure 10 presents a simplified schematic of the pitch axis, less the,
DLC, utilizing this mechanization.
For loss of control considerations, the mechanical system discoinnect
probabilities are in parallel-with the electrical control and stability
augmentation system failure probabilities. As before, these failure probr.bilities estimates excluded the yaw axis, roll ailerons or spoi".ýmr, and
pitch DLC except for jams. All jam probabilities are added in seties wich
the foregoing parallel estimates. For a 5-hour mission, the sinr/Ie inerhanical
cortrol. system disconnect probability was about 2.34 x 10-4, e, th failoperational electrical control system failure probability would lue about
1.6 x l0 . This weeld result in a loss of control, for nonjarim~d reasons,
of about 0.004 x 10 .The probability of loss of con~trol because of a
system jam, including master Lcylinder and servo sunmming linkages would be
about 4.3 x 10-S for a 5-hour mission. The system weights are summarized
as follows:
Power actuation system and cockpit controls
Single mechanical cointrol system

654

Control and stability augmentation system

449

Pitch and roll master cylinders

80

Controls disconnect

20

Total system weight

* I

1,652 lb

2,855 lb

Thie inclusion of a mechanical system disconnect which could disconnect
the mechanical system in the event of a jam upstream of tile sumning point
of the master cylinders and SCA servos would relieve. this situation to soile
degree. Thiis disconnect would connect in a new feel bhungee mid dis-connect tile
Jw~l~d mechmAncal system. It would also increase the colunii nnd Ace'. to
surface gains to coqpensato for the loss of. the veclhanic'al sy.stoemi. Normal
flight could be continued by the pilot with Level I flying qualiities.
Those components beyond the stwuing linkage would be Jutiled, ewsing the
disconnect problem, but doubling the Jan rates. to tho i.nput of the power
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actuation system. This would include the controls to the spoiler and
ailerons in the wings and the flap gearing in the pitch system. This
would mean a jam rate of 2.6 x 10-6 per hour for roll, and 0.25 x 10-6
for pitch for a total of 2.85 x 10-6 per hour plus that of the power

actuations system, about 2.7 x 10-6 per hour, and about one-half of the
disconnect and jam rates of the control colum and wheel, about 0.06 x
10-6 per hour. This would amount to a r..t total of about 5.11 x 10-6
per hour. this would result in a lcess of control probability of about
2.5 x 10-- based on a 5-hour mission. This exceeds the flight safety
goal of 10"5 by a good margin; however, the development risk of this type
of system would be low. The CASAS, with the disconnectable mechaiical
system is essentially the same as that being developed for the B-1. The
CASAS has been flight test proven on the F-100, F-107, and the )B-70, as well
as many hours of flight simulation effort.
FLY-BY-WIRE CONTROL WITH NEMIANICAL REVERSION
A flight control system based on fly-by-wire with a mechanical control
system for backup is considered as a trade candidate. This system would
feature a single mechanical control system in each axis, as previously
described. These systems are less the dual tandem hydraulic master
cylinders, and have mechanical gearing changers located at the pilot's
stations. These gearing changes normally have the mechanical system disengaged
from the cockpit controls, and control is maintained through the control
and stability augmentation system. The outputs of the mechanical system
are directly summed with the outputs of the electrohydraulic servos. The
master cylinders are not required, since the system is disengaged under
normal conditions.
The pitch axis DLC is electrically driven by a fail-operational, failclosed electrical motor velocity sumied system. Figure 11 presents a
simplified failure probabilities schematic of this system. There is one of
this type of system in eadc wing. In the event of a second failure in
either of the two systews, both are shut down, and the power actuator controls are bungee driven to the closed positions. The system has a failure
probability of about 2.8 x 10. per hour for a S-hour mission. Level 2
flying qualities is retained after a system failure.
The control and stability mairentation system operates to imaintain
trim and give the pilots full control over the operational range 'if the
air vehicle. Tlie servo action is essentially the sa
'-as descrlbcd in the
"preceding section, except that they are hooked up differently. Th1ey are
fail-eporational twice; that is, it would take three failures to cause the
system to refuse control, Four ncttwtion systeout would iW assi•ned to
roll, one at each aileron, and one at each of the spoiler inputs, two for
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Two sys~ems will be considered, four active servos

force suimed, and four limitd' position sunmmd single syster.
Figure 12 presents
simplified schematic diagram of the diffeirnce
between the two systems. The outputs of the mechanical backup system are
summed with this system, but normally are zero. Each system is provided with
an independent electrical and hydraulic poer supply.
'

,I•

The first system to be examined is the force summed system. Figure 13
presents a schematic of this system. This system contains four servos with
the outputs tied together. These servos are force sunned at the outputs,
and, as such, they will require pressure balancing to bring the pres!;ures
into the range where there will be acceptable operation. A median signal

selector is used to pick off a median differential pressure, and this pressure is compared to the individual servo differential pressures. The error
between the differential pressures is shaped and fed back to the values in
a sense to neutralize them. The differential pressure is picked off by
differential pressure trrnsducers across each piston. If a signal is fed
to one servo, and the balancer cannot neutralize the resultant pressure
differential within a specified time, that servo is shut down and bypassed.

After two failures, the system remains in operation until a third failure
causes it to become mcontrolled. After the third failure, the system is
shut down and recentered by bungee action. The pilot then uses his
emergency backup mechanical system to maintain control of the aircraft, and
Sland it.
The first and second failures will be acceptable because they

"will have at least two good servos to buck out the failed servo.

The con-

trol surface transients resulting from these failures are a function of the
rates assigned to the pressure balancer and, as such, are directly controlled
by the system designer.
As a result
of anthis
short analysis,
cam be Itseen
that now
this tosystem
is ý,cceptable
from.
uperational
point efit view.
remains
analyze
its tailure probabilities. Figure 14 presents a simplified reliability
diagram ,of the system. To start with, the cockpit control and surface
actuator sgtems have.a failure rate of about 3.2 x 10-6 for a 5-hour mission.
What remains lies in between these two elements.
If the system lying in
between c=n be 'ound to have a failure rate of less thwa 6.S x 1(- 6 for the
S-hour mission, a'
of the systenvs xrequireme-nts will be met. With reference
to figure 14, it can be t•een truat the systermi have a net fai lure rate of
about 2.6 x 1041. Thi.: sunuwd with the output stages, control coltimi, and
wheel and hydraulic system;.- will result in about 5.8 x 1.06 for the overall
system. The revers•on to the .echmvical system would have a pro)ability
of occurrance of about 2.SS x IWO, 1The failure Maalysis is applicable to

both systems.
•,•hesecond

system to be looked at (usists

of whic, ame position strsxod.

of four servos, the outputs

This alld%.iatos the ncid for pressure

.

.

PRESSURE SUMMED SYSTEM
6
FAILURE RATES x.10- /HR
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balancing the servos tp obtain normal working conditions. The servos are
snmred on walking beams, and are restricted in travel to 50 percent of the
rated output. This givcs the servo set 200 percent autbority with all servos
working,
and 100inpercent
authority
withto two
failures.
There are
override
bungees placed
the sb-nmed
linkages
absorb
over travel.
F:eedback
is,
provided around each servo, and from the summed output. A hardover signal
into one of the servos would cause it to :,o hardover. The feedbacks in the
other ch~armels would act to overcome the )utput motion due to the failed
servo. After some time delay, the voted bad servo would be cut off and
recent~ered,
the second
wouldleft
be much
the sametheas failed
the first,
that
there would
oe only failure
two servos
to overcome
servo,except
The
first failure will be opposed by three working systems, and the second
failure will be opposed by two working systems. The input to the control
surface due to a failure is a function of the preceding failure, the gain
of the feedback from the summing linkage, the authority of each servo, and
the.gain of the feedbacks a>signed to the inertial feedback sensors. The
first failure could drive the summing linkage, with the three remaining
servos opposing the unco•mnanded motion. If the summed output feedbacks are
made five to one for the individual servo feedbacks and the response feedback were made one, then the response to a first failure would be about
0.05 g. This is acceptable, and the second failure would result in about

0.07 g.
-

This is acceptable.

Thle actual feedback ratio used would depend

on the vehicle gains hcwever, these numbers are representative of the aircraft under consideration.

I

The failure rate of this system will be about the same as the preceding
force summed system. With both systems having about the same order of
magnitude of failure rates, and the same order of recovery, then special
thought must be given co choosing between the two. The pressure balanced
system is much like the present B-1 system. The pressure balancer replaces the
flow integratcor, and the inputs are selected, however, the basic system
is similar to the B-1 system. 1hp position system is similar only in that
the outputs are position summed, however, the basic system is different.
In order to be able to predict the resultant g's that follow a hardover
failure, the aircraft's flight characteristics must be predicted very closely,
and the systems aerodynamic gains mrust be made precisely. The pressure
s.nned system would give the system designer a much closer control of this
function, with less dependence upon the aerodyfaric gains. The mechanical
backup system removes the doubt that goes with a fly-by-wire system, and
the pressure balanced system is chosen as the candidate. The following
presents a weight breakdown of the system:
Power actuation system and cockpit controls
Control and stability augirtentation system

29

•_6

1,652 lb
609

Single mechanical control system

654
20

Controls disconnect

2,935 lb

Total system weight
FLY-BY-WIRE CONTROL

The flight control system could be made lighter if the mechanical
backup control system could be removed. This could be done if the probability of reversion to the rmechanical control system were below 6 x 10-6
for a 5-hour mission. Based strictly on the failure rate data that are
available for use today, this is possible. In the preceding paragraphs,
it was seen that the control surface system including the mechanical
system had a failure probability on the order of 5.8 x 10-6 for a 5-hour
mission, and that the fly-by-wire system with the mechanical backup system
disconnected had a failure probability of about 2.55 x 10-6. This means
that removal of the mechanical backup system would increase the failure
rate by 2.55 x 10"6 for a total of about 8.35 x 10-6 for a 5-hour mission.
The increase in failure allotment appears to be reasonable if the electrical
failure rates can be sustained.
The electrical failure rates appear realistic on the surface; however,
they do not account for such phenomena as a complete electrical system
failure. Such a complete electrical system failure might be very rare in
the life time of the air vehicle. However, even something as rare as this
may become tactically unacceptable when it results in the loss of the aircraft. Such failure may result from lighting strikes on the air vehicle,
best known of the phenomena which cause breakdown of aircraft electrical
systems. This consideration is particularly important if the vehicle is
an all-weather aircraft. No attempt will be made at this time to trace
out the exact course of the happenings that cause the loss of electrical
power. Sufficient to say at this point that such electrical problems have
existed in the past and regardless of the caLses, these problems still represent a significant risk. In addition to the electrical system problems,

there are the problems of environment., neutron, and electromagnetic interference, and development risk. The problem of developme•nt risk should not
be bypassed lightly. It is this risk which'must be considered when entering
flight test with no backup system to save the air vehicle in case of
designer's calculation are wrong.
1h•is system wculd be essentially like the fly-by-wire system with the
standby ,itchanical system. The dual outputs would be fed directly to the
dual inputs of the power actuation system. l.evel I flying qualities would
be provided in all flight regiis with a probe'il ity of loss of 8.89 x 10*6
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weo
ion.
1lcpoaiiyo loss of control would be 8.35 x

10-6. The systems wegt
less the mechmiical system.

o'Ib

h l-y-iewt

ehnclbcu

The systems weights are as follows:

Power actuation system plus cockpit control
Control and stability augmentation

1,652 lb
609

Total weight

2,261 lb

AUTOMATIC FLIG-iT CONTROL

'4

C. ,4available

The addition of an automatic flight control system to the basic control
system is quite straightforward. This system provides considerable pilot
duty relief, at a cost of approximately 50 pounds of installed weight.
This control sys tem consists of the central air data system, the platform, a
coupler, and the stability augmentation system. It functions to maintain

the flight path of the aircraft under constant surveillance and control
when engaged. The system would provide roll angle hold in the roll axis,
and the flight path or altitude hold in the pitch axis. When the control
colunn or wheel is moved aw.ay from neutral, the system synchronizes the
incoming signal. This is done to insure that the values existing at the
tire that the cockpi t controls are placed Lback in neutral will be held.
These values are wings le-vel or beyond say *2.5 degrees to *45 degrees
the attitude existing at the tire of centering the controls. In pitch,
the value hWldwould be altitude if below a given flight path angle and
flight path' angle if above say *1 degree. Other modes of operation are
by special se-lection. These modes are airspeed or mach number
hold, automatic navigation, automatic landing, and whatever other modes
may make themselves known as the aiircraft is developed.
The system is dualod all the way fromn the. sensors to the input to theI
augmntation servos.

Thle reason for thsi

ral

self-explanatory in

during. a hardover failuro. The two systems are monitored, and a difference
betwen
asysem
hemc~is
hutotsmwhe ths dffeenc exstsover a
'.iespan ofsay 12t1seodadisfafirylarge
Thpiud.le
system is nonswapping, that. iitdoes not swilch from one signal to another
during operation. It remituns with the same silnal Wtil it is ShUtdown.
Shutdo~wn would have a probability of about 10- ý in a S5'hour tidssion. T7his is
comparkble to about 20 failures even/ 20,000 S-hour nissions. Th1i.s is
considerod to be adequate mission reliability.
Thils autonuitic flight control ctipability could be addied to any of the

systems previously discussed, but does not provid
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an alternate method with

the same~ funictional capability provided by those systems. Consequently,.
it has not been included in the mechanization comiparisons discussed in

later sections.

SECTION III I

SYSTEM dHARACTERISTICS COMARISON

A summary of all of the control systems studied is presented in table I.
This table starts at the top with the mechanical system and works down to flyby-wire at the bottom. This table summarizes the systems versus the system
requirements, as presented in section II. In this table, it can be seen
that the nechanical control system meets only requirements 2, 4, and 8 of
the basic requirements, while missing requirements 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7. The
systems composed of the mechanical system plus SAS and mechanical plus
CASAS meet all system requirements, except for loss of control, requirement 5.
The systems composed of fly-by-wire with dormant mechanical system backup
and the fly-by-wire system meet all system requirements. The requirement
represented by number 5 says simply that the combination of any failures
causing an unsafe flight-condition to exist shall have a probability of

occurrence less than 10

I

for a S-hour mission.

The fly-by-wire systems are the only systems that meet this requirement.
This is primarily due to the placement of servos at the power actuators and
the removal of the mechanical system jam rates that occur between centrally
located servos and the power actuation system. Table II presents a summary
of all of the systems weights. This table includes the weights of single
and dual mechanical systems, single and dual SAS, the basic power actuation
and cockpit control systems, and the weights of the fly-by-wire systems.
This table was included to provide the background for the weight summary
presented in table III. Table III also presents the probabilities of loss
of control and loss of Level 1 flying qualities for each of the systems
under ccnsideration. Table III sees the basic background for the selection
of the control system recomnended for the MST.
Table IV presents a more detailed sumiary of the systems without regard
to the system requirements.
In this table, the cost of added system weight;
the cost of the probability of loss of control; the cost of the probability
of loss of Level 1 flying qualities; procurement, development, design and
analysis, a-nd maintenance costs; and the cost of risk of development are
presented. For each of the systems, these relative costs were developed from
the following set of generalized equations:
1. Cost of added weight:
This section considers on1 .y the cost of a larger aircraft
plus the added cost of opt,'ating the larger aircraft.
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TABLE II.

CONROL SYSM~ W.;IQITS (POM~D)

GBASIC POWER ACTUATION AND -C.OCKPIT CONTROLS
Horizontal Stabilizer

3 act, and 'valves and
linkage

Elevator

3 act. and valvas and
linkage

204

152

Ruidder

3 act. aa.d valves and
1inkag,.

152

Ailerons

6 act. and valves and
linkage

328

Roll spoilers

6 at,-t. and1 valves and
linkage

328

DLC spoilers

6 act. and valves and
linkage

328

Cockpit controls

.(2 sets)

160

Total

_________j

______________

1,652

MEQIANICAL CONTROLS, 1EEL, LINKAGE, TRIM (SINGLE SYSTMi)
408

Cable system
PLC

S7

Trim and! feel

135
54

'lap fun t~,,ns

6S4

Total

0

24j~

N-alANICAL CONVROL SYSTEM

basic wnd dalmh

2,960

3S

p~

(SINGLE AUG, AXIS)
M~aiANICAL AND STABILIZER AUG4MENATION

Servo

is

Electric.al

20

Gy-rO

3

Ncceleration

3

AMiscellaneous

12

Total

63

Pitch and yaw

160

Roll

sl

Master cylinders

80

Basic and dual mech

=02,960

Total

3,197
NEQHANICAL AND &4AS (DUA SAS AND DUAL NECH)

Pitch and yaw (dual)

212

Roll (dual)

102

Balancing and Wnitoring11
Master cylinder's

Basic an~d dual mech
Total

80

C)2,960
3,46S

t15 MECANICAL AND CA.SAS (CASAS AND SINGLE NEG{)
42S

Pitch, roll, yaw, (dual); from 4b
Position pickoffs

24

Master cylinders

80

Basic and single mech; (D)and 02

2,3062
2

*Disconnect

2,855

Total

0

FBW WITH MECH REVERSION

Pitch, roll, yaw (4-channel) aug49
4

Disconnects

2,306

Basic and single mech

UBITE

60
100

Added servos

2,955

Total
QFBW

IPitch,
roll, yaw (4-canl

449

u

1,652

Basic
1BITL

60
100

Added servos
Total

*

37

2,261

TABLE III.

CONTROL SYSTEMS

PROBABILITIES AND WEIGHTFS

-FAILURE

SYSTEM

Loss of

Loss of

Weight

Level 1

Control

(lb)

7.6 x 10

2,960

Mechanical*
-4

-5

Mechanical'plus SAS

1.49 x 10

Mechanical plus CASAS

4.16 x 10

2.56 x 10

29855

Fly-by-wire with mechanical backup

8.89 X1

S&
.8 x~ 10-

2,955

Fly-by-wire

8.89 x 106

8.35 x 106

2j,261

*Level 1 flyiing qualities are not provided
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7.6 x 10

3t465
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VI
N

000

~

.0 '0

\O

~4CIA

LJ

00

A

~Zdollars

.4cost of added wt
+

olar a/c Xa wt X growth factor
pounds

A operating cost

Where each of the preceding factors were assigned the following
values:
+

S1dollars
pounds a/c
faWt

4

$7 X 10

=

+6
0.103 X 10~ pounds

weight of system under consideration
fly-by-wire system; growth factor

of

-weight

3 pounds/pounds;

op cost

-dir

Aeeaig ot-

No. of missions

mission

Awt X growth factor

a/c life
dir opos_$,00_

103
X10
ponds
where'
10 X100
oudsmission

*pcs

$ 00
mission

3

mirssions
ada/c life

-Ioperating

$68/pound

The direct operating costs were based on the costs of operating
a C-141, and include fuel, expendables, direct maintenance, crew
upkeep, and replaceable spares, with allowaince for different
condition3. The delta weight times growth factor over
nominal weight was determined as follows:
(e,960 261) lb X 3 o'
kich. system
ý.103 X 10"' lb
NIz~.
lu
~(3,4tS
U '61j lb) X 3
0.103X 70lb
-

-002

* ~ i~ii.

~(.,855

Fly-by-wire plL*
meuch backup

bX3
(2,955
.3NI

2,6l

.7

lb X 3

2.Cost of probability of lust.s of contitol;
~~
dul~ar~ p-obablt of loss of ovl
dol lars X LV(j

a/c

4o

licnrl

~sil!

3.

Cost of probability of loss of Level 1 flying qualities:
Cost
dollars
probability of mission abort X missions
PfL
C
mission
mission
Xa/c lie
probability of loss of level 1
miss ion

Probability of mission abort
miss ion

operating cost + maintenance cost

Dollars

Mission

mission

mission

cargo cost

mission

Misson cost :$5,000
Sperating
Maintenaice cost
Mission
i iCargo

cost
"Cargon
cost

KMission
Dollars
Mission
4.

=

maintenance hr
mission

dollars
dollar
lb
5,000

lb cargo

60,O0

dollars
maint hr
5 X 28,000

+ 140000

100 X 600

=

$60,000

$140,000

$0.205 X 106
mission

Cost of procurement development, design and analysis, and
maintenance:
Cost

procurement

nmiinterance cost

The augrentation system, consisting of mechanical plus SAS and CA-SAS
and fly-by-wire with mechanical backup, will require about twice as
much analysis, design effort, and testing as the purely mechanical
system, and will cost at least twice as much to procure. The mechanical plus SA must be given a sllghtly higher cost factor than the
nmethanical plus CXSA or the fly-by-wire with mechanical backup,
because of the loss of flexibility in the design and the resultant
need for more analysis effort. The fly-by-wire with mechanical
backup will cost about 10 percent more than the mech.aical plus
CUiAS, because of the additional design knid analysis. The fly-bywire alle systm must be given a cost factor of about 1.75 times'
that of the mechanical plus CASA or fly-by-wire with mechanical
b.ckutp, because of thw increased ana•ysi-, design, procure-mtnt,
testing, ud maintetwnce costs as.4ociated with the required additional
builtii test requirements. A factor of 3 1ercent of tOw proureozent
costs of the airfram, was used as tno cost of the mciamnical systoem
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With the aforementioned in mind, the following were set up as the
procurement costs per system:
Mech system:

Cost

Mech system + SAS:
•6

0.03 X $7 X 106

=

=

$0.21 X 106

Cost= $0.21 X 106 X 2 X 1.05=

$0.44 X 106

Mech system + CASAS: Cost - $0.21 X 106 X 2 = $0.42 X 106
Fly-by-wire w6th mech system backup: Cost $0.21 X 106 X 2 X 1.1
=

$0.463 X 10

Fly-by-wire:

Cost

$0.21 X 106 X 2 X 1.25

$0.S35 X 106

The system maintenance costs were set up as follows:
£aint cost = dollars
maint hr
Where flt maint hr
Imission
•
ani dollars
maint hrs
S.

flt cont maint hr
mission

missions
a/c life

3 mech system
5 mech system plus SAS or CASAS
6 fly-by-wire plus mech backup
7 fly-by-wire

•

$600/hr

Cost of risk:

1ow cost of risk of development computed as .-'0Ilows:
cost of risk
sys devMt
'Uc@Wy4dIevMt

dollars C,--prob of tUpved unsafe failure during
oft taýpred
-prob tui t••
lu e uprob of failurh
of irnmature systum
p
O Zffai.r t
tueysti

"
•
•
•prob of A/C lqs4 with mc~~u~o~
Iftj -"S i oilA/ C Iife

No. of devmt missio;ms

Sl0O X Kr X No. olT

x 10 OXKRIX.

t mt

whure

5I,0Q0 X Kr X No. of nispion
,.llch

*•
Nv.h

$1,000 x 1.0 X 10

$o.053

total
,0

"WV

$1,060 X 1.5 X 75 -0,11S

x 100

CASks

S1,060 X .S X .

X

$o.tid5

'bON0

$1,060 X 1.6 X 100 = $0.170 X 106

Fly-by-wire
Fly-by-wire with6

mech backup
$1,060 X 5.0 X.100 = $0.530 X I16

Fly-by-wire

To use the preceding relationships, the cost of each of the systems was
calculated and entered into table IV. The following is a sample of these
calculations as made for the fly-by-wire with dormant mechanical backup.
1.

Cost of added weight:
$ added weight

X
*2.

$68 (2,955

$6.141X 106 + $'0.202 X 106

694X3X1'

$0.343 X106

Cost of probability of loss of control:
$PfLC = $7 X 106 X5.8 X1

3.

2,261) 3 + $5,000 X 2 X 103

-

6

X 2 X103

$0.08 X106

Cost of probability of loss of Level 1 flying qualities:
106
3
6 8.89 X10 -6 X 2 X=$0.OOSSX
PiLl =$0.205X 10X

4.

Cost of procuremen.t, development, design and analysis, and
maintenance:

36
6
$P & M= $0.463 X10 + $600 X 6 X 2 X 10 = ($0.463 + $7.2) 106
- $7.663 X 106
S.

Cost of risk cf develop;&nt:
$ risk =$7 X 10

6

X 1.6 X 2 X 76 X10

-66
X100

$0.170 X 106

Total = ($0.343 + $0.081 + $0.0035 + $7.663 + $0.17) 106 = $8.260

16
X1
These values were entered into table IV, along with the systems total
costs.

Examination of table IV will show that the procurement plus maintenance
cost outweighs all other costs. There are several causes for this. In the
of loss of control, only the cost of the lost aircraft is considered.
This does not consider that cost of the probable loss of a combat trained

Scost
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crew, or their replacements.

In the mission abort calculations, only a

nominal fixed cost was assigned to the cargo. This does not account for the
rapid escalation of the value of a military cargo delivered to the front when
it is needed. The cost of the risk of development considers only the calculated system failure rates and their escalated values during system
development. There are still the risks of unpredicted or unpredictable
problems. These problems could be improper system or component failure
rates, environmental conditions rot as predicted with possible multiple or
nonrandom failures occurring, and unforeseen failure modes. These problems
are primarily of concern for the fly-by-wire system, since it alone has no
mechanical backup system to assure that the crew will have a means of getting
home, should a control axis go out of control. With these considerations in
mind, the fly-by-wire and the fly-by-wire with mechanical backup systems
were chosen as the two candidates. The two systems are very close in net
costs to the Air Force, with the fly-by-wire at about $9.6 X 106 with a loss
of control probability of 8.89 X 10"°, compared to the fly-by-wire with
medhanical backup at $8.3 X 106 with a loss of control probability of S.8
X 10-6. This indicates a loss of control ratio of 0.7 in favor of the fly-bywire with mechanical backup, with. a cost ratio of about 0.86. It is for these
reasons that the fly-by-wire with mechanical backup was selected as the
control system for the MST.
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SECTION IV
CONTROL COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS

Since the fly-by-wire system was selected as most appropriate for the
MST, requirements for the major components of such a system have been
evaluated. These major components consist of the electronics, the colmnand
and i.ertial sensors, gain control, and the servos.
ELECTRONICS

L

There are two basic electronic computation means available with which
to mechanize the required system control laws. These are digital and analog
and, of course, a mix of these. The performance levels of both computing
methods may be considered adequate. Considering only the control system,
analog techniques are recommended. This is due primarily to the lower cost
and c-omplexity level of the analog system, compared to the digital system.
This, in turn, is primarily due to the fact that a system of this type has
inherent analog characteristics such as angular rate and acceleration, pilot
control displacement, and output actuator shaft position. The simple
straightforward computational requirements of this system simply do not
warrant the complexity of digital techniques.
Since the basic system sensors are ac in nature, a common ac-dc signal
format is recommended. This implies ac signal transmission and operations
with conversion to dc for dynamic operations (signal shaping) and valve
operation. This conversion is readily and accurately achievable with present
electronics.
The electronics should contribute only those functions built into them.
The electronics, exclusive of built-in shaping network, have a frequency
response flat, to within ±10 degrees of phase shift, to at least 200 radians
per seconds. All redundant functional electronic blocks (such as shaping
networks) built into the system shall have predictable characteristics and
be matched to within -+2.5 percent of each other. Redundant gain scheduling
blocks shall have predictable characteristics and be matched to within t7.S
percent of each other. !From end to end (that is, from sensor input to servo
displacement countand), redundant electronics blocks shall have predictable
characteristics matched to within tl0 percent of each other.
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COMMMAND SENSORS

I

~

Two pilot-control sensor systems are possible. These are redundant
force sensors installed in both the pilot's and copilot's column and wheel,
or a set of redundant displacement pickoffs placed across the feel bungee.
The foimer system has been proposed for many applications; however, its
reliability and mechanizational superiority have yet to be field proven, and
its cost is high. It was intended to be used in the F-ill triple-redundant
command and stability augmentation system; however, due to qualification
'problems, it was replaced by a position pickoff system. Such a system has
been flight proven in various installations. The installation of a two-axis
force transducer in the column and wheel also compromises other normal
control functions. The functional advantages of direct force measurement
over indirect force measurement have never been clearly defined. For these
reasons, an indirect or position pickoff system is proposed. The ac linear
variable differential transformer, LVDT, or similar induction-type pickoff
is reconmended. This type of position pickoff has a failure rate on the
order of one tenth that of a resistive element device, potentiometer, or
digital-type pickoff. This favorable feature overshadows the advantage of
being able to use either ac or dc with the resistive element potentiometer.

These pickoffs shall have the following installed performances:
*

Combined hysteresis, resolution, and threshold band less
than 0.1 percent of the stated range.

..

A gradient of input versus output which is linear to.within
10 percent of the design range when measured over any 10 percent

increment of input.
* iThe units shall have ranges which are compatible with full
column and wheel displacements.

INERTIAL SENSORS
Rate gyros and linear accelerometers are required by the system.

multiple sensor requirements in each axis, packaging becomes a problem.

With

The

number of sensors is related to the required degree of redundancy and disper-

sion requirements determined by battle danage/survivability criteria.

Since

the latter is beyond the scope of this report, only the implications of the

M
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first will be considered.

If a four-channel system in each control axis is

needed, the sensors might be packaged as follows:

S

All sensors for all axes are in one package.
All sensors for one axis in one package with three different
packages.
One set of sensors for one channel of each axis in one package
with four separate, but identical, packages.

A.

The first concept is the most desirable from a logistics point of view.
A minimum number of identical packages would be required; however, a single
mechanical or electrical failure or a single shot could cause loss of the
function in all three axis. In the second concept, each package would be
different and, again, a single mechanical or electrical failure or shot
could cause loss of the function in the axis concerned. The last concept
might not work, because of mismatch due to different package locations, but
it is the most desirable, since each package is identical and no single
failure can cause the loss of any axis of control. With this concept, care
must be taken in mounting the packages, to avoid effects of local vibration
environment causing mismatch of redundant sensor outputs. It is also
possible that a single location will not be suitable for all sensors in all
axes. In such a case, none of the preceding packaging concepts would be
suitable.
There are a number of unconventional sensors in the laboratory in the
development stage, such as the solid-state vibrational rate gyro. These
sensors are not considered far enough advanced in development to be recommended for the baseline fly-by-wire system; therefore, conventional spring
restrained rate gyros and linear accelerometers are recommended.
Failure rates on the order of 3.5 X 10 for gyros and 2,0 X 10
for
accelerometers can be expected. These conventionalsensors shall have the
following general requirements:
*

A natural frequency no 'ess than 60 radians per second and
a damping ratio between 1 to 0.S.

*

A combined hysteresis, resolution, and threshold band less
than 0.1 percent of stated range.

!hA

gradient of input rate or acceleration versus output which
is linear to within 10 percent of the design range, measured
over any 10 percent incremont of input.
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The sensors shall have the following stated ranges:
Roll rate:

±100 dog/sec

Pitch'and yaw rate:

±20 deg/sec

Pitch acceleration:

-1 to +4 g acceleration

Y-axis acceleration:

±1 g acceleration

GAIN CONTROL
The primary goal of gain adjustments in any control system is to maintain the control system air vehicle gain at a desired level when the air
vehicle gain varies, As the response of the air vehicle to applied moments
changes as a function of flight condition, it is desirable to alter the gains
between the pilot's controls and inertial sensors and the control moment
generating devices. There are two basic means available to achieve the
required gain adjuastvents - the open-loop parametric gain adjustment, and
the self-adaptive tecnmiques. These two basic techniques are discussed
briefly in the following paragraphs.
OPEN- LOOP PAM~flhTRIC CON IROL
This is conceptually the simplest meanis of adjusting control system
gains. The parameters affecting the response of the air vehicle to applied
moments are measured in an open-loop fashion and used to adjust the control
system gains. These parwmteters are nonnally measurable quantities such as
air data and air vehicle configuration paramneters. The gain controlling
paramteter is usually defined in terms of voltage or mechanical position
which can be transformed into a voltage. "hese voltages can be shaped, as
required, into nonlinear function,,; of the parmeters represented. 'Ihe
control system signals that require gain scheduling are also in the form of
voltages. The gain control uid the signal voltages ca
-hefed to an electronic multipieir capable of taking the product to several variables,
providing an accurate aid flexible means of gain schedulin,.
The major problem with the parametric gain scheduling s.gtem is the
requirement for preknowledge of the response of the air vehicle to characteristics as a function of the gain scheduling parameters.
hes(e characteristics
will usually be quite well de'fined, but flight testin g must include checking
.actual flight control system perforrnunce against predicted perfornuace.
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ADAPTIVE GAIN CONTROL
Honeywell, General Electric, and others have developed several versions
of an adaptive controller which used other principles for gain control. One
Honeywell controller for the longitudinal mode control automatically compensates for the change in elevator effectiveness without the use of external
air data inputs. This is accomplished by maintaining the forward loop gain
at a value which forces a pair of complex closed-loop roots to remain near
the imaginary axis. The complex roots result from the electrohydraulic
servo and load dynamics. The lightly damped oscillation is sensed in the
output of the servo, and this information is used to adjust a variable gain
element in the controller. To use the technique described, the natural
frequency of the oscillation employed must be chosen such that any other
vibrational inputs to the system from the rate sensor are not sensed. Also,
the servo output amplitude resulting from the oscillation must be small
enough so that aircraft motions produced are not evident to the pilot.
Some degree of preknowledge of the aircraft gain characteristics over
the flight regime is still required; however, this is generally not considered a problem. The major problem with this gain adjustment concept is
its extreme sensitivity to fuselage flexibility. Optimum servo natural
frequencies are generally of the same order of magnitude as those of the
first fuselage elastic mode. The elastic mode frequencies are affected by
fuel loads, dynamic pressure, external and internal stores, and configurations, as are the short-period aerodynamic modes. The problem is one of
forcing the self-adaptive oscillation mode to a point between the shortperiod aerodynamic and first fuselage elastic modes that will not adversely
affect either. Again, considerable flight testing is required to verify
-redicted performance against actual performance. This gain adjustment
"echniques does not lend itself to input coimnand gain variations, as are
'equired in the control augmentation system; also, feedback phasing of
attitude rate signals cannot be readily handled with self-adaptive
techniques.
The degree of electronic complexity, "proof" flight testing, and input
and feedback gain phasing is comparable between the two gain techniques;
therefore, the parwmietric concept is recomended for the MST control system.
GAIN CON1'ROL DEVICES
devices selected are small, individual differential pressure transducersThepositioning
LVM's, one for each redundant channel. The reason for
selection of this teclnique rather than depending on a central air data
coaputer was to maintain the required redundancy mad redundant channel
isolation. Four pickoffs on a single shaft in a central air data computer
would not have provided acceptable redundancy, and would huve pond a
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signal power and reference interface problem. It is envisioned that the
transducers could readily be mounted in convenient locations determined by
pneumatic plunbing and wire routing trade-offs.
Few reliability data are available on this type of component; however,
it can be considered the equivalent of a pneumatic bellows, a microsyn-type
pickoff, two pneumatic joints, and a rugged housing. This combination is
estimated to have a failure rate of 7.5 X 10- 6 /hour. The devices must also

have the following performance:

Linearity of 5.0 percent when measured over any 10 percent

increment of input.
A combined hysteresis, resolution, and threshold no greater
than 0.5 percent of rated output.
A natural frequency of 20 radians per second with a damping
ratio between 0.6 and 1.0.

SERVO
The most critical area for a fly-by-wire flight control system is the
selection of a suitable means to actuate the control surfaces in proportion
to electrical conmand signals. Intermediate actuators also serve as a final

level signal selector or voter; hence, the reliability of the servo actuator

chosen must be compatible with the upstream electronics. Consider the
following general approaches to the surface actuator problem:
1.

Replace conventional hydromechanical surface actuators with
some type of electromechanical actuator; i.e., a power hinge
coupled to an electric or hydraulic motor through high-performance clutches. This approach requires a long leadtime to
develop components with required performance and reliability.

2.

Retain conventional hydrcwnechanlcal surface actuators, and
provide the mechanical inputs to the hydraulics surface
actuators with secondary servos similar to the sories or
parallel position servos in automatih flight control systems.
Due to the tested perfomances and reliability of standard
tandem surface actuators and the availability of 5ervos, this
approach has been selected.

lThe next problem area is selection of an electromechanical or electrohydraulic secondary servo actuator which is capable of responding to manual
input and augmentation input sipgal frequencies. E~lectromechanical servos
are only marginally acceptable due to their limited ability to meet dynmatic

so

An elec.troriechanical servo consisting of an ac oi dc servo
gearbox, ball or acme screw, and both rate aid position feedbacks can

L-:,
iik,:-nts.
aiotoc,

be designed with a sufficient bandwidth for augmentation signal., by using an
, o ' cotroller or linear controller with compensation. The reliability
)t :;cl a tuit, however, is seriously reduced under cycling conditions. An
electromechanical servo actuator concept which.could meet the dynamic

requirements employs a motor and dual-clutch assembly, The motor is run at
a constant velocity. hhen output motion is commanded, a clutch connects the
motor output to a gear train and ballscrew assembly. By the use of gearing
and dual clutches, output in both direct.ons is attained.
in order to meet

the dynamic requirements, a high-response clutch (such as a voice-coil-type
clutch developed by Curtiss Wright) is employed. The reliability of the
type of clutch noted is doubtful and as yet unproven.
In addition,

!.•

performance of such a clutch is generally unacceptable in a high-temperature
environment (T = 2750 F). Because of the arguments previously cited, only
redundant
electrohydraulic servos will be conisdered for the study fly-by•dr system.
Of the various servos studied, none appears to present a clear-cut

advantage; conversely, none appears to possess a clear-cut disadvantage,
compared to the others.

One thing is common to all, all were designed as

augmentation-type
servos
intended control
to be operated
a
hydraulically
powered
mechanical
system. inTheparallel
outputs with
of these
servhs were intended to be mechanically summed with the pilot's mechnical
inputs,

either directly or through isolating master cylinders.

The summed

output is then used to control the final power actuator.
All of the proposed or in-current-use designs &,lplQy standard two-stage
servo valves of a flow control type. Three or four-way cylinders integrate
valve flow to provide a linear mechanical output. Position feedback is
electrical for some designs, and mechanical for others. All of the
Surrently in-use servos employ a single piston ptsh rod with a single- or
dlal-tandem piston heads, with single output linkages connecting the unit
to the main actuator. The reliability orf this system, cylinder body, push rcd,
rod, piston heads, seals, bearings, and output linkages has been considered
very good, compared to such units as electrohydraulic control valves, which
have a failure rate approximately 20 times greater. Ilistorially, kt has
been found that this class of mechanical system can be expected to exper-

icnce about 2.5 major failures per million flight hours.
With tih pi'eceding in mind, the proposed servo Is a single system with
dual outputs taken from both ends of the piston head. It is controlled by a
three or four-way valve, and uses an LVIYI electrical feedback. Differential
pressure transducers are placed across the piston head, E.ach of the four
se1Vos is fed with an independont hydraulic and electrical supply. 'r'he
servo outputs are rigidly tied together and control the actuation system
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-valves through dual load paths, sunred with the dormant mechanical backup
system. The loops are closed through valve drivers which are controlled by
the difference between the feedback, the driving, and balancer signals. The
system is balanced and monitored by means of the differential pressure transducers. The pressure across the piston heads is measured and fed to a signal
selector, along with the pressure from the other piston heads. The output of
signal selector is compared with the individual piston head pressures and fed
back in a sense to reduce the-difference to zero. It is beyond the scope of
this study to close, the loop with all of the finesse required by real life;
however, sowe of the more important closed-loop features are:
. A natural frequency of at least 60 radians per second, with a
daping ratio between 0.6 to 1.0.
" A combined hysteresis, resolution, and threshold no greater than
0.1 percent of rated output.
A gradient of output versus voltage input which is linear to
within 5 percent of design range when measured over any
10-percent increment of input.
* A maximum rate producing full output in 0.5 s..cond.
The system is provided with dual hydraulic cutoff valves. These valves
are controlled by the output of the pressure signal selector and the individual pressures. If this signal cannot be reduced below a given level in a
given time, the syster will be cut off.
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SECTION V

HANDLING QUALITIES
SAll
..

f~r

of the candidate systems, except the mechanical system, meet Level 1

flying qualities. In these systems, air vehicle response is sensed and fed
back to the aerodynamic control surfaces in a sense to reduce the response.
This reduced response is compensated for by added input to the control surface. The net result is a quickened response, with final steady-state value
determined by the' value of the input divided by the feedback. The systems of
interest here are the mechanical plus CASAS and the fly-by-wire systems. The
mechanical plus stability augnentation system, while providing Level 1 handling qualities, has been eliminated because the mechanical plus CASAS offers
bett r performance at lighter weight. With these systems, the innut commands
are in terms of control surface displacements and the feedbacks are te,' sane,
only cAf the opposite sense. The reader is referred to Volume V, Part II,
"Simulation Studies/Flight Control System Validation for Verification of
Flying Qualities."

In the pitch axis, normal acceleration and pitch rate are sensed, Theti
two signals are fed to the elevator with a gain of 1.660 6e/deg/sec of pitch
rate and 10.1' 6e/g of normal accelration. Pilot input control is fed to the
elevator with a gain of 5' 6e/in., to the horizontal stabilizer with a gain
of 4' 6h/in., and to the spoilers, for DLC, with a gain 24* 6s/in., through a
washout circuit of SI(3S + 1). The horizontal stabilizer and spoiler gains
are reduced to zero as a function of flap setting. The pilot is provided
with a switch on the control wheel to open the input to the DLC spoilers et
will, and a second interrupt is placed in series with the thr'ottles at full
forward.

The pilot is also provided with a switch to allc

flight path angle stabilization.

him altitude or

This function is provided with a gain of

0.5 degree of elevator per degree of change in flight path angle and about
0.75 degree per 1,000 feet of altitude. Trim is maintained by a coolie hat
switch on the pilot's cwtrol wheols. Activation of this switch supplies
trim to the horizontal stabilizer at a rate of 2 degrees per second. A
function of bank angle is fed to the elevator to compensate for pitch trim
changes when in a bankod tun,. This function is in the form of sin * tan 0.
In the yaw axis, yaw rate is sensed with a rate gyro, and lateral acceloration is sensed with an accelerometer. These parameters are fed back to
the vertical stabilizer with gains of 100 dogrees per g and 3.5 degrees per
degree per second. T1w surface doflection due to lateral acceleration is
limited to 4.5 degrees, and yaw rate is fed through a washout circuit of
S/(3S + 1). The pilot's ctxnnds arc fed to the vortical- stabilizer with a
gain of 11.33 degres per inch of rudder pedal. Trim is maintained by
-
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of a switch on the center console. Activation of this switch results in
displacement of the control surface at a rate of 0.6 degree per second.
In the roll axis, roll rate is sensed with a roll rate gyro. This term
is fed to the ailerons and outboard spoiler panels with a gain of 0.85 degree
per degree per second. The pilot's control wheel deflections are fed to the
control surfaces with a gain of 1.0 degree of aileron and spoilers per degree
of control wheel. Trim is supplied by the same coolie hat switch as is used
for pitch. The trim is fed to the ailerons only at a gain of 2 degrees per
second, Synchronized roll attitude is provided with a gain 0.5 degree of the
control surfaces per degree change in roll attitude.

I
,

With the previously noted gains, the systems all perform essentially the
same. The mechanical with CASAS provides control displacements of the control surface through master cyl inders and servo displacements, while the two
fly-by-wire systems provide displacement through servo displacement. The
feedbacks are strictly servo displacements. In all systems, trim is maintained through the proper servos. Figures 15 and 16 present analytical block
diagrams of the systems. Level 1 flying qualities are presented in each axis,
and the results are presented in the following paragraphs.
In the longitudinal axis, the short-term dynamics are essentially the
same for both takeoff with 46 degrees of flaps and 71 knots, and landing
with 73 degrees of flaps and 65 knots. The natural frequency of the shortperiod responses is approximately 5.75 radians per second, and the damping is
approximately 1. The long-period or phugoid mode has a natural frequency of
0.08 radian per second and a damping ratio of at least 0.2. In the lateral
directional axis, the dutch roll mode provides a natural frequency of
0.4 radian per seccni for takeoff, and 1.3 radians per sz-.ond for landirq;
the damping is about 0.6 and 1.0, respectively. The spiral mode time constant is about 13.5 seconds for the takeoff, and about 18 seconds for landing. The roll uis control effectiveness, in terms of the time required to
change the bank angle by 30 degrees, is about 1.4 seconds in both cases.
The roll rate time constant is less than I second in both cases. The
directional stability of the ai-'craft, with respect to the sideslip excursien
parameter, is well within the Level 1 requirement of 0., at q#P -850. All of
these paranwters readily meet the Lel I flying qualities presented in
Volume V, Part II, of this roport.
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SECTION VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECCIENDATIONS

--

•.T:

I

Mechanization of a fly-by-wire control system that is capable of meeting
---.
,-realistic performance, flight safety, and mission success requirements can beachieved, assuming applicability of available corn onent failure rate data.
This can be achieved with a system using four channels of sensors and elec...tronics,. with four servos using four independent hydraulic systems. These
servos may-be either force or position summed. If force summation is used the
valves must be electronically balanced, requiring pressure transducers. If
'the simration is position, additional position transducers located at the
sumnation point must be used and fed back to the individual servos to reduce
-.:'the- transient in the event of a failure. The position-summed servos must
have at least 50 percent authority so that at 100 percent authority will be
retained after two failures. Duality of the output is a must, and override
-bungees will be required of the position-summed servos to preclude overstressing of the power actuator valves with the normal 200 percent authority.
If the available control system failure rate data is. applicable, this control
system coupled with normal cockpit controls and at least triply redundant
power actuation system, powered by individual hydraulic supplies, can be
expected to turn in a loss of control failure rate. less than 10-5 for a
5-hour mission.
Available failure rate data, however, does not include events that may
lead to unpredictable failures. These events include utilization of
improper system or component failure rates, environmental conditions not as
predicted.with resultant multiple or nonrandom failures, inadequate monitoring
to insure against unknown failures in redundant comiponents, and unforeseen
failure modes. It is for these reasons that a four-channel system with force
summed servos, coupled in the pitch and roll axes with a normally dormant
single mechanical control system, is being recommended for the MST. The normally dormant mechanical control system would provide the MST's crew with a
means of getting home in the event of an unforeseen, or foreseen, fly-by-wire
control system failure.
Since fly-by-wire systems offer promise for application in future operational aircraft, it is recommended that their development continue to bc pursued. To this end, it is recofmmended that the operational utilization
include:
1. A set of normally dormant single mechanical control systems as a
backup in the first generation of fly-by-wire operational control
systems, for the pitch and roll axes.
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2. Extended application of available maintenance, accident,
incident, and abort rate data to the definition of realistic
operational component failure rates for future control systems
.

•utilization.

3.

Development of high flow rate electrohydraulic valves suitable
for direct electrical control of fly-by-wire surface control
power actuators be continued.
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